Abstract: Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are involved in many biological processes, with an estimated 400,000 PPIs within the human proteome. There is significant interest in exploiting the relatively unexplored potential of these interactions in drug discovery, driven by the need to find new therapeutic targets. Compared with classical drug discovery against targets with well-defined binding sites, developing small-molecule inhibitors against PPIs where the contact surfaces are frequently more extensive and comparatively flat, with most of the binding energy localized in "hot spots", has proven far more challenging. However, despite the difficulties associated with targeting PPIs, important progress has been made in recent years with fragmentbased drug discovery playing a pivotal role in improving their tractability. Computational and empirical approaches can be used to identify hot-spot regions and assess the druggability and ligandability of new targets, whilst fragment screening campaigns can detect low-affinity fragments that either directly or indirectly perturb the PPI. Once fragment hits have been identified and confirmed using biochemical and biophysical approaches, three-dimensional structural data derived from nuclear magnetic resonance or X-ray crystallography can be used to drive medicinal chemistry efforts towards the development of more potent inhibitors. A small-scale comparison presented in this review of "standard" fragments with those targeting PPIs has revealed that the latter tend to be larger, be more lipophilic, and contain more polar (acid/base) functionality, whereas three-dimensional descriptor data indicate that there is little difference in their three-dimensional character. These physiochemical properties can potentially be exploited in the rational design of PPI-specific fragment libraries and correlate well with optimized PPI inhibitors, which tend to have properties outside currently accepted guidelines for drug-likeness. Several examples of small-molecule PPI inhibitors derived from fragment-based drug discovery now exist and are described in this review, including navitoclax, a novel Bcl-2 family inhibitor which has entered Phase II clinical trials in patients with small-cell lung cancer and chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
Introduction
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) play major roles in many biological processes including signal transduction and the regulation of cellular function. 1 As a result, PPIs represent attractive targets for therapeutic intervention in a range of diseases. However, the goal of developing potent and selective small-molecule modulators of PPIs is extremely challenging since PPI inhibitors tend to have properties that distinguish them from drugs acting against more classical targets such as kinases. PPI inhibitors can be subdivided into two main classes: orthosteric inhibitors, which directly interfere with the interface; and allosteric inhibitors, which bind away from the interface and cause
Structural characteristics of PPIs
To date, studies on known, marketed drugs have demonstrated that only a very small number of biochemical targets have so far been exploited for their clinical application. 6 Indeed, on average, only two new target classes are identified each year, representing an extremely small portion of the proteinencoding genes in the human genome. It has been estimated that there are around 400,000 PPIs within the human proteome, making this an attractive pool of largely untapped novel target matter yet to be explored. 7 Of course, targeting PPIs is not necessarily straightforward. Typically, interaction sites of PPIs are larger than conventional small-molecule binding sites, often ranging in size from 800-3000 Å 2 compared with a typical small-molecule binding site of 300-1000 Å 2 , with an average of 22 buried amino acid residues per binding partner. 8 PPI interfaces may be flatter and less well-defined than standard binding sites, and the very nature of PPIs requires that often the interacting surfaces exhibit conformational plasticity in order to be able to interact with appropriate protein partners when needed. Indeed, some small molecules appear to induce conformational changes on an interacting surface, leading to the formation of a binding groove or transient pocket which was previously not observed. 9 Many PPIs are driven by hydrophobicity, leading to additional challenges in identification of bioavailable small molecules directed towards disruption of such interactions, and many interfaces are comprised of noncontiguous regions of interaction, hindering mimetic design. Each residue at a PPI often contributes only a small amount to the binding energy, with typically only 5% of interface residues contributing more than 2 kcal/mol to the binding energy. 10 These key interacting residues are often termed "hot spots" (Figure 2A ) and frequently cluster at the center of interfaces surrounded by more polar residues that act as an energetically favorable solvent-excluding "O"-ring.
11,12
The "hot spot" concept Hot spots tend to be observed on both interacting surfaces in a PPI and appear complementary to one another, forming hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and hydrophobic interactions with the interacting partner protein. They are usually of a size which can be targeted using a small molecule (∼600 Å 2 ) and are also known to be adaptable. In many cases, a protein can interact with multiple partner proteins. Often the same hot spot is involved across the range of interactions, although it may alter its characteristics through side-chain rotameric forms, at backbone regions through movement of inter-domain hinge regions, and on interacting loops. Hot spots can be identified empirically using alanine scanning mutagenesis, 13 whereby individual amino acids are systematically mutated to alanine, and the energetic contribution of the original side chain can be determined, 14 or alternatively in silico alanine scanning approaches can be applied. It has been observed that hot-spot residues appear to be more structurally conserved and mutate more slowly than non-hot-spot residues of a protein.
In terms of amino acid composition, hot spots have been observed to be comparatively enriched with tryptophan, tyrosine, arginine, and isoleucine compared with other 
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Fragment-based drug discovery and protein-protein interactions surface regions of proteins, whilst leucine, serine, threonine, and valine are found less frequently. 15 This is most likely attributable to the ability of the more predominant residues to form a variety of comparatively strong interactions with protein-binding partners. Databases are available of experimentally identified hot spots, such as ASEdb, 16 and also of computationally flagged regions likely to act as hot spots, such as HotRegion 11 (http://prism.ccbb.ku.edu.tr/hotregion) and FTMap 17 (http://ftmap.bu.edu). It has been estimated that only 9.5% of interfacial residues of PPIs are located in hot-spot regions. 18 Fragment screening -both experimental and in silico -can be an appropriate approach to help identify hot-spot regions on protein surfaces.
Allosteric sites
Whilst many PPIs are targeted using a direct approach, where one protein partner is essentially mimicked by either a small molecule or a peptide-like construct, allosteric sites can sometimes provide an alternative strategy for targeting the PPI, particularly for cell-surface receptors. A compound which interacts at an allosteric site can effect conformational changes in the protein, which modulates its activity at the PPI-coupling site (Figure 1 ). The allosteric approach can offer some advantages over the direct approach. Because an allosteric site is saturatable, overdosing with a modulator is less likely. Allosteric modulators can be directed towards specific tissues by utilizing the physiological properties of the ligand and have a greater chance of presenting a favorable selectivity profile towards related receptors. Furthermore, allosteric sites are often more "typical" small-molecule binding sites than are the normal PPI interfaces. 19 Identification of allosteric sites is often challenging. Sometimes sites are identified with the availability of a crystal structure, using phage display, tethering, or high-throughput or fragment screening combined with in silico docking and molecular dynamics (MD) approaches. There are now a number of successful examples of the targeting of allosteric sites using FBDD approaches, including hepatitis C virus (HCV) NS3 ( Figure 2B ) (see Case studies section).
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Computational approaches
Computational approaches can be applied to assist FBDD of PPI inhibitors from several angles. Initial studies may be employed to aid identification of suitable sites to target through small-molecule approaches, whilst automated docking and scoring approaches can be used to help predict or rationalize fragment binding and fragment elaboration. Such studies can also be useful to assist druggability/ligandability assessment of new targets. It has been noted that small molecules can sometimes mimic portions of a protein partner in a PPI, and that this can assist in the design of new inhibitors. 21, 22 Fragments also have the potential to act as mimics of small parts of a protein partner, and these approaches could similarly be applied to aid the FBDD process for PPIs. 25 ), but these rely on a reasonably accurate static conformation of the active protein surface, which is not always available for PPIs. Due to the inherent plasticity of many PPIs, often the simple "snapshot" of the interface provided by an X-ray crystallographic study will not give an accurate picture of how the protein surfaces may change on binding alternative protein partners or when the ligand-induced fit is affected by a small-molecule binding.
Site identification
MD simulations can be used to predict various energetically favorable conformational states of the protein surfaces, for unbound surfaces or with binding partners. Studies of bound and unbound pairs of protein complexes for which three-dimensional structural information is available have suggested that in around half of the complexes, the unbound state at the interacting surface is perturbed to an observed bound state during MD simulation. 26 Whilst MD can be useful in exploring local conformational variation in proteins, normal-mode analysis (NMA) is a more appropriate approach for prediction of bulk protein movement. 27 NMA represents each amino acid as a bead, with proximal beads in the structure being computationally represented as springs. Solving a matrix version of Newton's second law of motion allows derivation of the protein's normal modes (and their associated frequencies), which describe the motion of the protein. The elNemo webserver (http://www.igs.cnrs-mrs.fr/elnemo/) will compute the low frequency normal modes of an input protein, which describe its overall large-scale movement. NMA does not, however, handle transitions between local minima, which could be relevant for PPIs. In such cases, hybrid MD/NMA approaches can be applied. 28 Evolutionary trace analysis combines both sequence and structural data to locate biologically active sites on proteins. 29 This bioinformatics approach uses sequence alignment data to identify conserved and variable residues across protein families, which are then mapped onto structural data.
Hot-spot detection
As described previously, identification of hot-spot regions can be pivotal to the success of PPI approaches and has been employed as a strategy in the design of PPI inhibitors. 30 Computational prediction can take the form of support vector machine-based approaches, 31 MD, 32 in silico alanine scanning using molecular mechanics/Poisson Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA) 33 or MD methods, 34 and atom-based component analysis calculations to predict the individual contributions of amino acid residues to binding energy. 35 Regression approaches using physicochemical properties including descriptors of protein flexibility have also been reported. 36 DrugScore PPI (http://cpclab.uni-duesseldorf.de/dsppi) is a knowledge-based scoring function for in silico alanine scanning for hot-spot prediction in PPIs, 37 and the database HotRegion (http://prism.ccbb.ku.edu.tr/hotregion/) collects computationally predicted hot spots and highlights interface residues that are functionally and structurally important.
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The FTMap server (http://ftmap.bu.edu) identifies druggable hot spots of proteins using Fourier domain correlation techniques. 17 Furthermore, HSPred 31 (http://bioinf.cs.ucl. ac.uk/hspred) and Dr PIAS 38 (Druggable Protein-protein Interaction Assessment System; http://www.drpias.net) represent systems for assessing the druggability of PPIs. In addition, 2P2Idb (http://2p2idb.cnrs-mrs.fr) is a hand-curated database dedicated to the structure of PPI complexes with known small-molecule inhibitors. 39 
Docking
Docking approaches can be applied against PPI targets, but the challenges of protein flexibility and dealing with solvent effects are usually more significant than for other structurally validated protein targets.
The comparatively flat surfaces of a PPI have fewer implicit steric constraints than do more standard binding-site cavities, and docking success will require more rigorous treatment of electrostatic and solvation effects. Some success has been reported with incorporating implicit solvation models into some docking algorithms, 40 and more recent developments have included performing a multistep dock whereby initial docking results are re-scored using MM/PBSA approaches to increase the efficiency of the approach. 41 Protein flexibility can currently only be handled in a limited manner, by using multiple input conformations of the protein (ensemble docking) or by allowing some limited movement of amino acid side chains during docking. MD can be useful in helping to identify a variety of protein conformations ahead of docking.
Pharmacophore approaches
In a similar manner to docking approaches, three-dimensional pharmacophore methods have also been used to assist the FBDD process, and of course, these approaches can be similarly used against PPI targets.
42 A pharmacophore can be derived from the key binding interactions of known ligand or fragment-bound structures to help select a set of fragments for screening. An example (non-PPI) is the case of PARP-1, where a pharmacophore was derived from available X-ray data and was used to query a virtual database of fragments. 
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Fragment-based drug discovery and protein-protein interactions The 8,000 hits from this exercise were then docked, leading to a subset of only 14 fragments being selected for biological testing, seven of which were active. 43 
Physicochemical properties
Whilst standard fragment libraries are now typically designed to the well-known "rule-of-3" physicochemical property criteria, 44 little work has been reported to date on whether design of fragment sets to target PPIs should be modified to take account of the differing properties of these interfaces compared with typical enzyme-binding sites. However, a number of vendors offer focused libraries based on the properties of known PPI inhibitors, including Asinex Ltd. (Moscow, Russia) (11,000 compounds), Otava Ltd. (Vaughan, Canada) (IPPI Tree™: 1,300 compounds; iPPI Analogs™: 1,000 compounds), and Life Chemicals Inc. (Niagara-onthe-Lake, Canada) ("rule-of-4": 4,300 compounds). In addition, Asinex Ltd. provides a specific PPI fragment library, which deviates from the "rule-of-3" criteria commonly used to prepare standard fragment libraries, comprising 1,200 compounds (mean molecular weight (MWT) =356 Da, mean cLogP =2.9, mean rotatable bond count =5.3, mean topological polar surface area (TPSA) =62 Å 2 , mean normalized principal moments of inertia ratios 45 (NPR1 =0.26 and NPR2 =0.88)). Generally, these fragments include multiple hydrophobic cores, and both acidic and basic moieties have been added to increase solubility (acidic moieties containing COOH =55%, basic moieties containing basic N =24%).
The recently published "rule-of-4" would suggest that PPI inhibitors are typically larger and more lipophilic than inhibitors of more standard binding sites, 46 and the key differences between PPI inhibitor space and non-PPI inhibitor space have been well documented in the literature, 47 which is consistent with the observation that PPIs themselves are often more extensive and flatter than the well-defined, concave binding sites of most tractable protein targets. But does this paradigm extend to the fragment level, when fragments are used as the starting point for leads for a PPI target? It has been thought that increased three-dimensionality should be an advantage for PPI fragment libraries 48 since druggable PPIs will usually either contain hot-spot regions which are nicely concave, or contain regions which involve interactions between helices, and both such situations could benefit from shape complexity in any fragment libraries used as an initial screen. To explore this assumption, a dataset of 100 fragments orthosterically active against PPI targets (a subset of data provided by LR Vidler and N Brown, Institute of Cancer Research, London, UK; unpublished data, August 2013) was compared with a set of 100 fragments which proved active against non-PPI targets (selected from the described larger set of 145 fragments by choosing inhibitors of active sites as being known not to act through a PPI mechanism) 49 to examine how the physicochemical and shape properties of these two fragment sets may differ. For both the PPI and the non-PPI ("standard") fragment datasets, a series of descriptors was calculated using the MOE modeling suite. Descriptors computed included MWT, logP, TPSA, and rotatable bond count, as well as descriptors of three-dimensional character including NPRs and molecular globularity. Functionality characteristics were also explored, including the percentage of acid-containing fragments, the percentage of base-containing fragments, and the proportion of hydrophobic atoms per molecule -defined as (hydrophobic atom count)/(heavy atom count). Ligand efficiency (LE) and lipophilic LE (LLE) were also examined.
From the data collected (Figure 3 ), it can be seen that the PPI fragments appear to be a little larger and more lipophilic than the standard fragments, but the three-dimensional descriptor data indicate that there is little difference in the three-dimensional character of the two datasets. LE was observed to be very similar for the PPI and standard sets, and given the increased MWT of the PPI fragments, this would suggest that the PPI fragments often bind their target with higher affinity than their standard counterparts, and this may be due to PPI fragments seeking out hot spots on the PPIs. Interestingly, a study of the functionality of the two fragment sets indicated that the PPI fragments had around double the number of acid-and base-containing fragments than the standard sets, and that the PPI fragments also contained a higher proportion of hydrophobic atoms than the standard set.
The high frequency of acid and base moieties increases the solubility of fragments with a high proportion of hydrophobic atoms and additionally contributes to an increase in affinity. It has been shown that the most efficient protein−ligand complexes contain ligands that have one or more charge−charge interactions. 50 Furthermore, desolvation of charged molecules is a barrier to binding, which can decrease LE for charged fragments that bind to deep pockets with bound water molecules. Therefore, the nature of PPI surfaces with only weakly bound waters on the surface could be more suitable for binding charged fragments.
So, whilst the data explored for this small study is quite limited, the output may nevertheless suggest that for the design of PPI fragment libraries, it could be useful to select slightly larger, more lipophilic fragments than for non-PPI fragment sets, and those which contain more polar (acid/ base) functionality. Other groups have indicated that they are currently working on similar studies which encompass larger datasets than those publicly available at present. We await their findings with interest.
PPI screening
A significant challenge to targeting PPIs using FBDD is the ability to reliably detect low affinity (typically high µM to low mM) fragment binders. 51 High-throughput screening techniques are required to first detect fragment binders in a primary screening phase followed by a hit validation phase to confirm and characterize the interactions (Table 1) . Primary screening techniques include protein-and ligandobserved nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray crystallography, surface plasmon resonance, thermal shift assay (TSA), and biochemical assays. Notably, two-dimensional heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR and X-ray crystallography, employed as frontline approaches at Abbott Laboratories (Abbott Park, IL, USA) and Astex Pharmaceuticals ( Cambridge, UK), respectively, deliver detailed information about fragment-binding modes at the earliest XiAP/ciAP1 primary screening and complex structure determination [62] [63] [64] HCv NS3 primary screening and complex structure determination 20 Bromodomain primary screening 73 and complex structure determination [71] [72] [73] [74] Arf1-Arno complex structure determination 77 
SPR
Primary HCv NS3 iC 50 determination using FReT-based assay 20 Bromodomain primary screening using FP and FReTbased assays 71, 72, 74 Arf1-Arno FP assay to triage virtual screening hits 77 Notes: A typical screening cascade comprises two or more orthogonal techniques to identify binders and triage hits. "Primary screening" refers to high-throughput techniques that can be used to screen a fragment library and detect preliminary hits. "Competitive PPi assay" refers to secondary screening techniques that are capable of directly detecting fragments that interfere with a PPi. "Hit validation" refers to information-rich techniques that can be used to cross-validate primary hits and determine their characteristics -for example, affinity (NMR/SPR/ITC/biochemical assay), binding mode, or three-dimensional structure (NMR/X-ray crystallography 
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Turnbull et al Table 2 initial fragment hits and current leads for protein-protein interaction case studies (NanoTemper Technologies GmbH, München, Germany) 54 have also been used to successfully prosecute PPI targets. Primary screens, with the exception of 2D-HSQC NMR and X-ray crystallography, are prone to false positives. Hence, it is essential that hits identified in the primary screen or using a structure-based virtual screening approach are subsequently cross-validated using orthogonal screening techniques. Several screening methods are capable of being run as competition assays to identify fragment hits that perturb the PPI. Once fragment hits have been confirmed, it is usual to determine structural information relating to their binding modes using NMR or X-ray crystallography, which is subsequently used to drive medicinal chemistry efforts towards the development of more potent and selective inhibitors.
Case studies
FBDD techniques have been applied successfully to develop small-molecule inhibitors targeting a number of PPIs, with representative examples described in this section. This is not an exhaustive list, and other notable examples, such as the use of X-ray techniques with FBDD in the discovery of HIV-1/LEDGF inhibitors 55 are not described in detail in the interests of brevity.
Bcl-x L
The anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-x L is a member of the B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) family and represents an attractive target for the development of anticancer agents. Bcl-x L has a deep hydrophobic groove on its surface, which acts as the binding site for a key α-helix on other Bcl-2 proteins such as Bak. Abbott Laboratories carried out a fragment screening campaign using the structure-activity relationship (SAR) by NMR approach 56 to identify potent inhibitors that bind to the hydrophobic groove of Bcl-x L and disrupt this PPI (Table 2) . 57 Initially, a screen of 10,000 fragments using 15 N-HSQC NMR identified fluoro-biaryl acid ( of the highly potent (Bcl-x L FP assay K i ,5 nM) inhibitor ABT-263 (navitoclax) ( Table 2 , compound 3), which has entered Phase II clinical trials in patients with small-cell lung cancer and B-cell malignancies. 5 Navitoclax is larger and more liphophilic than non-PPI inhibitors, violating three "rule-of-5" criteria (MWT =975 Da; cLogP =12; number of hydrogen bond acceptors =12).
Mcl-1
Overexpression of another member of the Bcl-2 family, Mcl-1, is associated with resistance to ABT-263 (navitoclax) and a number of other anticancer therapies. Mcl-1 exerts its activity through PPIs involving a large binding surface, and direct inhibition of BH3-containing peptides from binding to Mcl-1 represents an effective point of intervention for the development of anticancer therapeutics.
Recently, a combination of fragment-based methods and structure-based design was applied to target Mcl-1. 58 A curated library comprising in excess of 13,800 fragments was screened using the SAR by NMR approach 56 Table 2 , fragment 5]) were selected and pursued further. Interestingly, both classes comprised carboxylic acids attached to a 6,5-fused heterocyclic system or tethered through a linker to a hydrophobic aromatic system. NMR studies were applied to elucidate the binding mode of these fragments using NOE (Nuclear Overhauser Effect) distance information combined with docking. These studies showed that the fragments bound to non-overlapping but similar regions on Mcl-1, and attempts to merge them were initiated. A small library of compounds with various linker lengths was put together (particularly four-atom linked compounds) and led to a significant increase in potency.
Further SAR elaboration of the linked fragments resulted in a dramatic increase in potency, yielding nanomolar lead molecules with increased selectivity over Bcl-X L and Bcl-2 (eg, FP assay K i =0.32 µM; LE =0.25; Table 2 , compound 6). Subsequent structural analysis of selected compounds using X-ray crystallography explained the SAR and has suggested new routes for the development of clinically useful Mcl-1-selective inhibitors.
XiAP/ciAP1
Inhibitors of apoptosis (IAP) protein-family members are frequently overexpressed in cancer and promote tumor cell survival and proliferation, making them attractive targets for cancer therapy. 59,60 IAP proteins possess one or more baculoviral IAP repeat (BIR) domains -a PPI domain that is essential for the anti-apoptopic activity of most IAPs. BIR domains typically contain a surface peptide groove capable of specifically interacting with the N-terminus of a number of important apoptopic proteins such as caspases (Figure 2A) , which contributes to oncogenesis and resistance to therapy. This interaction can be inhibited by the "AVPI" tetrapeptide binding motif on the N-terminus of Smac (second mitochondrial activator of caspases), an endogenous inhibitor of IAPs. 61 The interaction between Smac and the BIR domain of IAPs provides an ideal site for the design of small-molecule inhibitors. 
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Turnbull et al Phase II clinical trials for both solid tumors and hematological malignancies. Recently, Astex Pharmaceuticals used FBDD to identify novel non-peptidomimetic IAP antagonists against XIAP and cIAP1. [62] [63] [64] The Astex fragment library (∼1,100 compounds) and a targeted set (∼100 compounds) were screened against the XIAP-BIR3 domain using X-ray crystallography and 1D-NMR. Hits were further evaluated using X-ray crystallography and two-dimensional NMR to determine their precise binding modes, and with isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and an FP assay to determine their binding affinities. Initial fragment hits were found to bind very weakly to cIAP1-BIR3 and XIAP-BIR3 with mM potencies (XIAP-BIR3 half maximal inhibitory concentration [IC 50 ] .5 mM cIAP1-BIR3 IC 50 .5 mM) ( Table 2 , fragment 7). Subsequently, the X-ray structures of the fragment hits were used to guide fragment optimization, leading to more potent structures (eg, Table 2 , compound 8), which were developed to a series of dual XIAP and cIAP1 antagonists with nM potency (XIAP-BIR3 IC 50 ,40 nM; cIAP1-BIR3 IC 50 ,10 nM; structures undisclosed).
HCv NS3
The HCV NS3 protein is a bifunctional enzyme comprising an N-terminal serine protease domain and C-terminal helicase domain, with both domains capable of interacting and affecting each other's activities. NS3 has been the subject of intensive research for the development of HCV treatments, with two inhibitors targeting the N-terminal protease domaintelaprevir (Vertex Pharmaceuticals Inc., Boston, MA, USA) and boceprevir (Merck and Co., Inc., Whitehouse Station, NJ, USA) -gaining FDA approval in 2011. Recently, Astex Pharmaceuticals carried out a screening campaign against full length NS3 to identify drug leads with a different chemical and biological profile compared with the protease inhibitors. 20 An X-ray fragment screen was performed using crystals of full length NS3 in complex with the peptide cofactor NS4a. 65 The high sensitivity of X-ray crystallography facilitated the detection of very weak fragment hits with acceptable LE. Of the 176 fragments screened, 16 bound to a novel site located at the interface between the two domains, inhibiting the protease activity via an allosteric mechanism ( Figure 2B ). Subsequently, structure-based optimization was used to elaborate the initial low affinity fragment hits, including fragment 9 in Table 2 (NS3-NS4a FRET-based protease assay IC 50 .5 mM; LE ,0.3) and fragment 10 in Table 2 (IC 50 ∼500 µM; LE =0.3) into a potent chemical lead compound (compound 11 in Table  2 ) (IC 50 ,0.01 µM; LE ∼0.39) that stabilizes an auto-inhibited conformation by binding at the allosteric site. The discovery of this allosteric site on NS3 may facilitate the development of a novel class of potent HCV antiviral agents.
BRCA2-RAD51
The tumor suppressor BRCA2 binds to the recombinase RAD51 via eight conserved BRC repeats. The BRC repeat-RAD51 interaction is essential for DNA repair and disruption of this interaction is likely to sensitize tumor cells to DNA damaging agents. The crystal structure of human RAD51 in complex with one of the BRC repeats, BRC4 (Protein Data Bank code =1N0W), revealed that BRC4 uses an evolutionary conserved "FXXA" motif to bind to RAD51. 66 The hot spot for this interaction comprises small, well defined pockets for the phenylalanine and alanine side chains of this conserved motif.
A fragment-screening campaign using an array of biophysical approaches (TSA, ITC, and saturation transfer difference-NMR [STD-NMR]) and X-ray crystallography was run to target the interaction site of the BRC4 repeat of human BRCA2 on RAD51. 67 Attempts to generate stable, unpartnered RAD51 with an exposed "FXXA" binding region were unsuccessful. Therefore, the RAD51 ortholog, Pyrococcus furiosus RadA, which could be produced in a suitable form for fragment screening was used as a surrogate system. Humanized RadA was screened against a set of 1,249 fragments using TSA, which led to the identification of two top hits ( Table 2 , fragments 12 and 13) sharing a common indole core. ITC experiments determined that both these fragments bind with a K d of 2.1 mM and X-ray analysis revealed that they bind in the phenylalanine pocket of the "FXXA" motif. Subsequently, a small library of 42 compounds designed to investigate SAR around the indole scaffold was screened using competitive STD-NMR, followed by a second screen of a 120 fragment library selected by in silico screening and inspection of commercially available analogues. STD-NMR screening led to the identification of an additional six fragment hits, including L-methyl ester tryptophan (Table 2 , fragment 14) with the lowest LE (0.28) and highest LLE (2.7), and two naphthols ( Table 2 , fragments 15 and 16) , that bind in the hot spot region with improved ( µM) potency compared with the original indole hits. Synthetic elaboration of these fragments to a lead series may result in the development of more potent molecules targeting the BRCA2-RAD51 interaction.
Bromodomains
A PPI of substantial biological interest is the molecular recognition of epigenetic marks on covalently modified histone proteins. Epigenetic reading proteins containing one 
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Fragment-based drug discovery and protein-protein interactions or more evolutionary conserved effector modules that carry out these processes and their association with chromatin leads to transcriptional activation. Bromodomain-containing proteins are one such class of epigenetic reading proteins that recognize acetylated lysine residues (AcK) on histone tails and comprise a left-handed four-helix bundle forming a conserved hydrophobic pocket that accommodates the AcK side chain. 68 The AcK pocket can bind selective small-molecule inhibitors with low nanomolar affinity, 69, 70 and several efforts have been pursued to identify candidate inhibitors through FBDD. [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] In these studies, the fragment hits interact with conserved water molecules and residues by mimicking the AcK head group, whilst lipophilic parts of the fragments engage with hydrophobic side chains.
Chung et al 71 used proprietary information from several cocrystal structures of bromodomain-inhibitor complexes at GlaxoSmithKline plc (Stevenage, UK) and assembled a chemically diverse focused fragment library of AcK mimetics, which was screened using an FP ligand displacement assay. Of 1,376 compounds tested, 132 showed more than 30% displacement of the fluorogenic ligand in the FP assay. Direct target engagement towards the N-terminal bromodomain of BRD2 was confirmed using X-ray crystallography, and 40 different complexes were analyzed. An interesting sulfonamide analogue ( 72 Whilst fragment 19 was far from the most potent fragment detected (IC 50 ≈200 µM), it was less directly related to AcK. Its binding mode was investigated using X-ray crystallography in order to optimize its potency further, and a three-dimensional pharmacophore model was constructed and used to search a database of commercially available compounds. Several isoxazole analogues with sulfonamide substituents on the phenyl ring meta to the isoxazole were identified with low micromolar potency. The sulfonamide moiety introduces a bend in the molecule which promotes favorable interactions in the binding pocket. These sulfonamide substituents were further optimized using structure-based design leading to compounds (such as 20 in Table 2 ) showing anti-inflammatory activity in cellular assays and thus demonstrating the tractability of the bromodomain target class to FBDD and structure-based lead optimization.
In addition, Gehling et al 73 also describe the identification of an isoxazole-containing fragment similar to 19 (amino isoxazole), which was elaborated into a potent and selective inhibitor using structure-based design methods.
A subsequent screening campaign to identify a chemical probe towards BRD4 used a 6-brominated equivalent fragment 21 (Table 2 ) of 3,4-dihydro-3methyl-2(1H)-quinazolinone ( Table 2 , fragment 17), first identified by Chung et al, 71 as an efficient starting point for FBDD. 74 Elucidation of the binding mode by X-ray crystallography directed the design towards replacing the bromine in fragment 21 with sulfonamide substitutions in order to achieve a kink necessary for productive interactions with the mouth of the pocket. From a small library with reversed sulfonamide moieties, compound 22 (Table 2 ) with a methoxy substituted aryl group was identified, which was found to have good credentials for acting as a chemical probe for the BET-family of bromodomains (Table 2, 
bromodomains [iii]).
A recent study identified fragments active against BRD4 comprising new chemotypes mimicking the AcK binding moiety. 75 A diverse "rule-of-3" compliant fragment library was assembled by filtering the entire ZINC database 76 of commercially available compounds ready for virtual screening and cherry picking of 500 fragments. This library was subsequently docked into BRD4, and 41 fragments were selected for cocrystallization trials. The X-ray structures for nine different complexes were determined: four are described in the paper and bind in a similar position to AcK despite having different chemical characteristics. One of the fragment hits (Table 2 , fragment 23) with a 2-thiazolidinone core was further optimized using a structure-based approach, and a sulfonamide group was introduced to create a kink in the compound's shape to introduce hydrophobic moieties towards the mouth of the binding pocket. Structural information indicated that one of the sulfonamide substituents extended in another direction and, by using this information, improved analogues were designed that both reach out towards the mouth and into other areas of the pocket. Thus, the potency was improved 100-fold from 24 µM for the initial fragment hit 23 to 0.23 µM for the lead compound 24 ( Table 2 , bromodomains [iv]).
Arf1-Arno
Arf1 is a G-protein belonging to the ARF (ADP-ribosylation factor) family. Arf1 nucleotide exchange is regulated through the interaction with the catalytic Sec7 domain of guanine nucleotide exchange factors such as Arno. A fragment-screening campaign was established to identify Turnbull et al fragments that interfere with the Arf1-Arno Sec7 domain interaction and inhibit GDP to GTP nucleotide exchange. 77 This represents a challenging PPI target, since the Arf1-Arno interface comprises several hot spots disseminated over a surface area close to 1500 Å 2 . First, virtual screening of approximately 3,000 "rule-of-3" compliant fragments from the ChemBridge library led to the selection of 33 fragments that could potentially interact with the hot spots (identified via in silico alanine scanning) on the Arno Sec7 domain binding surface. Subsequently, an FP assay established that four of these fragments (Table 2 , fragments 25, 26, 27 and 28) had very strong inhibitory effects on nucleotide exchange. The binding of three of these fragments (25, 26, and 28) to the Arno Sec7 domain was confirmed by surface plasmon resonance and STD-NMR. Finally, the X-ray structures for the complexes with fragment 25 (K iapp =3.7 mM) and a more potent analogue ( Table 2 , fragment 29) (K iapp =1.6 mM) were determined, which enabled the binding mode to be visualized. Despite their low affinity, these fragment hits represent useful starting points for the development of higher affinity inhibitors targeting the Arf1-Arno interaction.
Summary
PPIs represent attractive targets for therapeutic intervention in a range of diseases. However, the goal of developing potent and selective small-molecule modulators of PPIs is extremely challenging, since PPI inhibitors tend to have properties that distinguish them from drugs acting against "standard" enzyme targets such as kinases. Important pro gress has been made in recent years, with FBDD playing a pivotal role, driven in part by advancements in the throughput and sensitivity of fragment-screening technologies, and computational techniques to identify hot spots. As a result, low affinity fragments binding to hot-spot regions within the protein-protein interface can be detected and subsequently elaborated into potent PPI inhibitors via medicinal chemistry. A small-scale comparison of fragments binding to "standard" and PPI targets presented in this review has revealed that the latter tend to be larger, more lipophilic, and contain more polar (acid/ base) functionality, whereas three-dimensional descriptor data indicate that there is little difference in their threedimensional character. The findings from this study and a number of similar studies encompassing larger datasets currently underway can be used to guide the design of PPI-focused fragment libraries to increase the likelihood of success for future PPI-screening campaigns. Targeting PPIs represents one of the most exciting and challenging areas of FBDD, and several small-molecule PPI inhibitors are currently in development. Notably, navitoclax (ABT-263), which was derived using an FBDD approach, has entered Phase II clinical trials for the treatment of various lymphomas and leukemias.
